
COLA Style Guide
For all your COLA Gear and Apparel Needs

Girls Suits

Girls have two options. They are solid navy Speedo brand suits with navy body and straps. Girls 
can get thick or thin strap suits. Whatever they are more comfortable in. Both suits are endurance
suits and both are $50 from All American Swim Supply. Suits can be ordered at our Team 
Outfitting Day- This year on September 1st or if you cannot make this day, by calling All 
American directly at 1-800-552-7946 and ordering suits. Once you have the suit, you will turn it 
in to have our logo embroidered on. When turning it in, you will need to turn in $11 cash (exact 
change) or a check made to Wonka INC. 

  Thick Strap Option Thin Strap Option

Boys Suits

Boys have two options. They are solid navy Speedo brand suits either a speedo or a Jammer.. 
Whatever they are more comfortable in. Both suits are endurance suits and the cost is: the 
Speedo $30- and the Jammer is $32-  from All American Swim Supply. Suits can be ordered at 
our Team Outfitting Day- This year on September 1st or if you cannot make this day, by calling 
All American directly at and ordering suits. Once you have the suit, you will turn it in to have 
our logo embroidered on. When turning it in, you will need to turn in $11 cash (exact change) or 
a check made to Wonka INC.

                   

Boys Speedo     Boys Jammer



T-Shirts

COLA T-Shirts are Orange with the COLA logo on the chest and GEAUX FAST on the back. 
They can be bought at the pool and are $12 each. They come in Youth and Adult Sizes. When 
getting XXL and XXXL these shirts sizes are $15.

We also have Swim Mom and Swim Dad shirts available at the pool and may have sweatshirt 
orders taken in September. All stocks of t-shirts will be available at the indoor pool in the office. 

Warm-ups

The Warm-up is the Speedo Boom Force Warm-up and is available in Mens, Womens, and 
Youth Sizes. The jacket is $55 and the pants are $40. You can order your warm-up from All 
American Swim Supply. When it comes in you can turn it in at the pool to get the logo 
embroidered on. When turning it in, you will need to turn in $11 cash (exact change) or a check 
made to Wonka INC. If you want your swimmers name on the jacket and/or the pants, you will 
need to enclose an additional $5 cash (per item) or add it on to your check. 

 

Swim Caps

COLA Caps are orange with the COLA Logo and can be bought at the pool. 
COLA Caps come in both latex and silicone swimmers can wear either one- 
whatever is comfortable for them. Silicone caps are $15 and Latex caps are $5. 



Parkas

Our Parkas are Tru-West Brand Parkas with Fleece lining. They are solid orange 
and are $125 when ordering online. Once they arrive, you will need to bring it in to
have it embroidered.  The total cost of the parka will end up being $155 total with 
the embroidery, shipping, and parka itself. To order the parkas, make an 
appointment with the office to come in and order. You will need to bring your 
credit card with you to order. 

Gear By Group

Pre-Junior Equipment List

Fins

Junior Equipment List
Fins
Pull Boy

Pre-Senior Equipment List
Snorkel
Fins
Pull Boy
Paddles

Seniors Equipment List: 
Snorkel
Fins
Kick board
Pull Boy
Paddles


